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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Artificial intelligence (AI) 1 has the potential to
revolutionise the financial services sector. Data
sharing in the context of open banking combined
with AI can improve the efficiency of operations
and decision-making through the creation of
automated and autonomous decision-making
and insight. Against the background of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
the revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2)
which regulate the availability and accessibility
of data in the era of open banking, the impact
of AI on financial services can be seen in three
strategic areas: processes, products & services,
and markets (figure 1).
Until now, AI has mainly been used internally
within organisations. Financial institutions (FIs)
have focused on applying AI for internal cost
reduction through creating leaner and faster
operations (process dimension) and developing
tailored products and services (product & service
dimension) that help to increase their competitive
advantages. However, there is great potential in
widening the perspective from a purely individual
organisational point of view towards a more
collaborative perspective. Following the model
of a collaborative approach applied in relation to
the availability and accessibility of data through
open banking in the EBA’s Open Banking Working
Group’s (OBWG) previous publication “B2B Data
Sharing: digital consent management as a driver
for data opportunities”2, FIs can also join forces in
a collective manner with regard to using AI for data
1

2
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Artificial Intelligence simulates or imitates human
intelligence. The definition by Merriam-Webster reads:
1) A branch of computer science dealing with the
simulation of intelligent behavior in computers.
2) The capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human
behaviour (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
artificial%20intelligence)
EBA Open Banking Working Group, “B2B Data Sharing:
digital consent management as a driver for data
opportunities”, June 2018

analysis (applying the “Triple A model” – availability,
accessibility, analysis of data – to the market
dimension). Such an approach would open up
possibilities to improve the efficiency and resiliency
of the financial system overall.
Within the market dimension, jointly developed
AI systems could generate solutions to tackle
common security issues, such as fraud prevention
and cyber security, as well as improving the
efficiency of FIs’ compliance processes (e.g.
regulatory reporting). Such AI systems could
also detect threats that cross institutional and
jurisdictional boundaries, thereby increasing the
overall resiliency of the entire financial ecosystem.
To successfully deliver such systems of collective
intelligence, a higher level of collaboration between
the participating stakeholders will be required,
through the:
A. Extension of the current scope of data available
through open banking to include a greater
variety of data (e.g. device data, behavioural
data or biometrics). With an increased variety
of shared data, FIs could build collaborative AI
systems with a high level of intelligence, which,
for instance, could monitor transactions more
holistically and efficiently (figure 2).
B. Improvement of the quality of data, e.g.
through common syntax and semantics, and
an increase of interoperable processes (figure
2), which is required to be able to analyse the
available data. Furthermore, a higher crossborder interoperability expands the possible
AI use cases in the market dimension. In
turn, individual banks could leverage this
interoperability to create enhanced products
and services.

Figure 1 – AI’s impact on financial services in three strategic dimensions
AI is able to enhance the financial ecosystem on a process, product & service and market level
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Figure 2 – Extension of the Triple A model
Supported by the dynamics of open banking, FIscan leverage the full potential of AI
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Financial institutions are currently focusing on
the syntax of shared data and establishing API
standards for the exchange of data. A next step
could be to focus on higher interoperability of
data semantics and standardised processes to
exploit the full collaboration potential of the “Triple
A model”.

Enhancing available and accessible data builds the
foundation for jointly operated AI systems. Those
systems would create a more resilient and more
efficient open banking ecosystem.

EBA Open Banking Working Group
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2. INTRODUCTION
As a follow up to previous publications of the
Open Banking Working Group (OBWG), this
report continues to explore the Triple A model
(Availability, Accessibility and Analytics of data,
figure 3). While the most recent report of the
OBWG on “B2B Data Sharing: digital consent
management as a driver for data opportunities”3
focused on the first two layers of availability and
accessibility of data, the following chapters will
explore the opportunities and challenges inherent
to the third layer of data analytics and discuss the
potential hidden in the combination of all three
layers. In order to accommodate recent innovative
dynamics in the field of analytics, this report will
concentrate on the potential of artificial intelligence
(AI) in the era of open banking.
The move towards an API-driven open banking
economy will increase the availability and
accessibility of data immensely over the next years.
This will most likely accelerate the exploration
of analytics of data within the open banking
context, which will in all probability increase the
use of artificial intelligence. AI is not only capable
of automating analytical techniques, it also
allows for autonomous decision-making and the
identification of actionable information in real time.
While open banking is making data available
and accessible, which gives rise to collaboration
opportunities for both FIs and non-FIs (e.g.
authorised third parties), the same collaborative
approach can be applied to data analytics.
Through collaboration in the field of AI, joining
forces to combat fraud and cyber-crime can help
to create a more efficient and resilient financial
ecosystem.

3
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EBA Open Banking Working Group, “B2B Data Sharing:
digital consent management as a driver for data
opportunities”, June 2018

In this light, this report aims to:
1. Illustrate the potential of combining open
banking and data analytics (through the use of
artificial intelligence),
2. Evaluate the current state of play of how the
financial services industry is leveraging AI
through the use of data available in the context
of open banking,
3. Discuss the benefits financial institutions may
gain from a collaborative approach to the
potential laid out in 1) and
4. Suggest a way forward to collaboratively create
AI solutions that improve the overall efficiency
and resiliency of the financial ecosystem.

2.1

THE TRIPLE A MODEL

2.2

The data exploration opportunities created by
the revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2)
and the concept of open banking, led the EBA’s
OBWG to introduce the ‘Triple A’ model in its 2017
publication “Data Exploration Opportunities in
Corporate Banking”4. The Triple A model visualises
the hierarchy of data availability, accessibility and
analytics in an open banking context.
In the era of data sharing, the amount of available
data is increasing and with it its variety (i.e. internal
and external data sources) and velocity (i.e. flow
of data). Increased availability of data and its
accessibility through new connectivity options (i.e.
APIs), regulatory developments (e.g. PSD2 and
GDPR) and the open banking movement will spur
new value creation from data analytics in financial
services.

4

ANALYTICS – CREATING INSIGHTS
FROM AVAILABLE DATA

Data is becoming the new fuel for financial
institutions (FIs). Therefore, being able to analyse
data and derive relevant insights from the data
available is becoming more and more important.
In the Triple A model, data analytics builds on
data availability and accessibility. It enables the
transformation of raw data into valuable insights,
which allow more accurate decision-making.
Furthermore, coupling data analytics with artificial
intelligence has the potential to improve value
creation and generate new value propositions.
Big tech companies have shown that the use of
(big) data analytics leads to a better understanding
of customer needs, which can then lead to the
creation of customer-focused products and valueadded services.

EBA Open Banking Working Group, “Data Exploration
Opportunities in Corporate Banking”, September 2017

Figure 3 – The Triple A model
Supported by the dynamics of open banking, FIs can leverage the full potential of AI
TRIPLE A MODEL
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insights and create transparency on a variety of levels with regard to customers, products and markets.

Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis
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With analytics as an umbrella term for the
extraction of insights from data, different forms of
analytical techniques can be applied to (available
and accessible) data:

generated can deliver automated decision-making
solutions (prescriptive analytics).

ΞΞ Predictive analytics: identifying patterns in
historical data

There are many technologies today that can
support the four types of analytics, ranging
from data mining technology, robotic process
automation to machine- and deep-learning
algorithms. All these technologies, which overlap
to a certain extent, are applied to create insights
from data to improve decision-making which -in
all likelihood- lead to better actions. The following
chapter will focus on the use of AI within the
analytics layer of the Triple A model.

ΞΞ Prescriptive analytics: identifying actions in
real time (automated decision-making)

2.3

While descriptive and diagnostic analytics are
useful to analyse past events, predictive analytics
can help to “predict the future”, e.g. the impact of
a change in variables based on historical data. By
applying this technique in real time, the insights

With the rise of artificial intelligence and machinelearning technology, analytical techniques can be
automated, and insights generated autonomously,
enabling predictive and prescriptive analytics.

ΞΞ Descriptive analytics: providing insights
based on past information
ΞΞ Diagnostic analytics: examining the cause of
past results

HOW ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
SUPPORTS ANALYTICS

Figure 4 – Analytic capabilities framework
AI enables automated assessment and autonomous decision-making
ANALYTIC CAPABILITIES FRAMEWORK
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Thereby, artificial intelligence can support decision
making by combining human assessment with
the insights gained from the application of AI
technology. More complex AI models even
allow for the complete automation of tasks with
autonomous decision making and execution.
While Robotic Process Automation (RPA) can be
understood as a technology that mimics human
actions, AI is concerned with the simulation
of human intelligence by machines. It can find
structures and regularities (i.e. patterns) in data so
that the algorithm “acquires” the skills necessary
to classify or predict an outcome. Simplified, AI
can be defined as the simulation or imitation of
human intelligence by machines.
AI and RPA are among the many tools big tech
and fintech have used to transform different
industries. AI can “slice and dice” data to
support compliance, customer engagement and
operational efficiency. Rather than working with
after-the-fact analyses, Al can be used to predict
customer needs and tap into the decision-making
process before customers act, for example by

offering personalised suggestions/calls to actions.
Moving from analysing past behaviour to predicting
future behaviour is a significant step forward
as it enables “smart banking”, which allows to
actively craft customer journeys and consistently
provide timely, optimal solutions. AI and RPA may
drive customer retention because if a bank can
make relevant suggestions and propose the right
products and services at the right time, it can
demonstrate that it is in touch with its customers’
needs.
While a broad definition of AI includes rule-based
automation like robotic process automation,
the “real” intelligence today is machine-learning
technology. Machine Learning (ML) is a sub-field
of AI that currently attracts the most attention and
investment. By using this technology, machines
(i.e. computers) can “learn” to accomplish specific
tasks without explicitly being pre-programmed.
Chapter 3 will further explore the classification of
machine learning and deep learning in the field of
artificial intelligence.

EBA Open Banking Working Group
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3. THE EMERGING ROLE OF

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Many aspects of our society’s daily life have
been increasingly digitalised. The Internet and
new technologies have revolutionised the way
humans live and work. Data is the fuel of the
current transformation of society and AI can
utilise this data to assist with the many tasks that
are currently being done manually and may well
be able to do things that have never even been
thought of before.

3.1

INTRODUCTION TO AI

Until the 1950s, the concept of AI was nothing
but science fiction. Starting with Alan Turing’s
paper ‘Computing Machinery and Intelligence’5,
the concept began to generate academic interest.
However, the lack of required resources such as
computing power and data storage capabilities
stopped AI from leaving the conceptional phase.
Following Moore’s law6, these necessary resources
developed further and hence spurred practical
exploration of the technology in the following
years. From when the term of artificial intelligence
was first coined in 1956, up to today, the definition
of AI has made several turns. This development
is commonly described as the ‘AI effect’. The AI
effect describes the phenomenon of redefining the
interpretation of artificial intelligence every time an
impossible task for a machine becomes possible
in the future. This reflects the common uncertainty
about the current capabilities of AI and the ones to
come in the future.
A (science-fiction) version of AI as a machine that
can perform any intellectual task is described as
‘artificial general intelligence’. The current state
5
6
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https://www.csee.umbc.edu/courses/471/papers/turing.
pdf
Moore's Law is a computing term which originated around
1970; the simplified version of this law states that processor
speeds, or overall processing power for computers will
double every two years (http://www.mooreslaw.org/)

of play, however, is defined as ‘artificial narrow
intelligence’ and is task specific.
This definition of artificial (narrow) intelligence
includes robotic process automation (RPA),
which is only able to automate highly repetitive,
structured tasks. Narrowing the definition down
to autonomous learning capabilities leads to two
technologies that have nourished the current hype
around AI – machine learning and its subset deep
learning, which can be categorised as cognitive
learning systems.

3.2

MACHINE LEARNING

Over the years, machine learning (ML) has
emerged from concept phase to the cutting edge
of data analytics. Machine learning is a subset of
AI in which machines (i.e. computers) learn without
being explicitly programmed. This is realised by
algorithms through which a machine can form
heuristics and build models that explain a certain
environment by learning from a given data input.
These algorithms can be used to solve various
problems, ranging from regression analysis and
classification to clustering and dimensionality
reduction.
Generally, ML models follow a classical threestep approach of prediction, loss function and
learning. In the first step (prediction) the algorithm
calculates an output based on the given input data
fed into the model. The loss function calculates
the variation of the predicted outcome against the
true value. To minimise the error term identified by
the loss function, the model is optimised within the
third step of learning. This step is typically subdivided into three approaches of machine learning
(see figure 5).

Figure 5 – Breakdown of AI terminology
The core of AI is defined by cognitive learning systems like machine and deep learning
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Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis

Supervised learning
Learning from a set of labelled data provided by
an expert – the machine receives correct input/
output data.

Unsupervised learning
Uncovering inherent structures, patterns and
relationships hidden in a collection of unlabelled
data.

Reinforcement learning
Learning what to do in an environment on a trialand-error basis to maximise reward.
One method of machine learning that has raised
the most interest in recent times, which is behind
major technological inventions in the fields of

natural language processing (e.g. Siri, Alexa,
Cortana, etc.), image recognition (Apple’s faceID,
Facebooks face recognition, etc.) and autonomous
driving (e.g. Uber, VW Vizzion, Daimler and Bosch),
is deep learning.

3.3

DEEP LEARNING

Deep learning (DL) is a specialised form of machine
learning that allows for pattern recognition and
classification of highly complex datasets.
DL is about training artificial neural networks
(ANNs). These artificial networks are trying to
imitate the way the human brain works. Like the
human brain, these models are composed of
multiple interconnected neurons that enable the
processing of large and complex sets of data.

EBA Open Banking Working Group
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Figure 6 – Deep learning and the hidden layers
Deep learning models use Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to extract and classify features
automated in hidden layers
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into the system for further processing
by subsequent layers of artificial
neurons

An ANN is composed of many hidden layers breaking down
complex patterns into a series of simpler patterns with
increasing degrees of correctness

Neurons of the output layer display the
classified input data

Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis

The application of ANNs has been historically
referred to as cybernetics (1940s-1960s) or
connectionism (1980s-1990s). However, practical
application really started to pick up within the
last decade, enabled by dramatical changes in
computer power and big data. Due to the myriad
of complex connections between data points to
analyse, deep learning applications require high
quantities of data and computing power.
ANNs are using many layers of abstraction to solve
a problem: the first layer of the neural network
processes raw data input and passes it on to the
next layer as output. The next layers extract and
weight features connected to the previous one.
Thus, the algorithm is able to create a web of
non-linear connections (nodes) of these features
by breaking down complex patterns into a series
of simpler patterns (see figure 6).
In comparison to basic machine learning, a
deep learning process automatically extracts
relevant features from the selected given

14

input. Consequently, deep learning models are
automating the feature extraction task and thereby
solving complex problems more efficiently than
traditional ML models.
With deep learning models, AI’s capabilities have
substantially expanded and with it, the number
of industries that are using it. However, machine/
deep learning models are still far away from a
general artificial intelligence and only work well in
the specific task environment that they are trained
for.

4. AI – THE CASE FOR INDUSTRY
COLLABORATION

Recent figures show that across industries,
businesses have started exploring the
opportunities presented by AI. While about 46%
of businesses globally have integrated at least one
AI application into their business operations, only
5% have extensively incorporated AI in multiple
units of their organisation7. Contributors to this
slow progress include challenges associated with
the deployment of AI and a continued lack of trust
in the technology.

4.1

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
AND CHALLENGES

From an organisational perspective, several
obstacles are hindering the implementation of
AI-based applications, ranging from difficulties
in finding and retaining skilled resources in the
field, rigid technical and operational structures,
insufficient capabilities to make data available
and accessible across the organisation to
cybersecurity concerns.

Insufficient data capabilities
AI applications can only be as good as the data
they are fed. Hence, in businesses where decision
making is based on AI, data continues to be the
key asset. However, most of the data in large
institutions is typically stored across fragmented
and disparate systems and is not formatted
consistently across the organisation, which is a
necessity for using AI effectively.
7

MIT sloan management review (2017)

AI is driving the need to build real-time data flows
within and between organisations. Nevertheless,
many organisations are still using outdated and
complex legacy infrastructure, where different –
often incompatible IT-systems – are hindering the
flow of data. A holistic integration of AI requires
operational flows to become more flexible and
adaptable.
With the increase in the amount of data being
processed by AI systems, the role of data privacy
becomes more prominent. The General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) mandates customer
consent for the processing of personal data and
this also applies to AI applications. Therefore, the
development of trustworthy AI systems should
follow a “privacy-by-design” approach.
Businesses must be able to access customer
information across divisions and beyond their
institution in order to build a true 360-degree
understanding of their customers. AI applications
would benefit from more diverse datasets made
available through a collaborative ecosystem
built through new partnerships and integrations
with third parties in line with relevant laws and
regulation. Such a collaborative ecosystem would
require commonly agreed standards and higher
interoperability for data-sharing, which can be
facilitated through more agile operations based on
cloud-technology and APIs.

Finding and retaining the right talent and
skills
With organisations moving towards more and more
data-centric business models, companies need
to find competent resources with the necessary
skillsets in this field. With the rise of AI, experts in
this field are in high demand and competition for
talent has become even more fierce than before.

EBA Open Banking Working Group
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The issue of finding and retaining skilled resources
in this field becomes even more complex when
considering that the existing state-of-the-art
AI solutions remain task specific. This requires
building diverse teams covering a range of skills
and areas of expertise, including domain experts
and product specialists.

Cybersecurity

Awareness creation and upskilling can be facilitated
by new forms of organisational structures that
allow for agile forms of working and diverse teams
benefitting from a collaborative environment.
Innovation units collaboratively organised between
different industries and research institutions can
further promote innovation and enable sharing of
skills and knowledge, amongst others.

The use of AI for cybercriminal activities has led
to the emergence of new threats, for example, AI
can be used to learn and adapt to cyber-defence
mechanisms of institutions and businesses. With
AI-based malware, hackers are able to attack
organisations and to distribute and infect systems
automatically. Algorithms can be programmed
quickly, so it is getting more difficult to detect
and remediate attacks. Additionally, hackers who
get access to a security firm’s systems could foil
security algorithms by targeting the data they train
on and the warning flags they look for do be even
more effective.

AI is a double-edged sword when it comes to the
topic of cybersecurity. While AI can be used for
cyberdefence through its capabilities of automated
threat detection and response, it can also be
misused as an instrument of attack.

To close these security gaps, businesses should
collaborate on building a network of cyberdefence. Organisations could collaboratively use
shared data to learn from attacks on involved
institutions and thereby collectively improve their
defence strategies, threat detection and response.
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4.2

SOCIETAL IMPLICATIONS:
CHALLENGES FOR SOCIETAL
TRUST IN AI

Ethical and regulatory conundrums are one
the biggest showstoppers to build acceptance
and gain the trust of companies and society in
general in AI. The ethical issues associated with
the creation of a trustworthy AI include bias,
transparency and liability.

Bias

EXAMPLE 1: BIASED TRAINING
SET
A popular training data set underlying most
computer vision algorithms consist of 45%
data sourced within the US. This lack of
geodiversity has led to an underrepresentation
of the Chinese or Indian population resulting in
discriminatory of behaviour of computer vision
algorithms.
Source: Nature 559, 324-326 (2018)

AI is not a purely agnostic process of objective
data analysis. AI systems are the product of
constructed algorithms that have inherited many
of the biases present in our society. AI systems
are trained with vast amounts of data, which
reflects the environment in which it was generated
and therefore includes as much bias as the real
world does. If the training data is not inclusive and
balanced enough, the system may learn to make
unfair decisions that put some user groups at a
disadvantage.

Access to data from many different sources can
help to gain more representative and inclusive
samples that help safeguard against biased AI
systems. Building and evolving a collaborative
open banking ecosystem could tackle this ethical
challenge.

Transparency

EXAMPLE 2: BLACK BOX AI
A research group developed an AI system for
disease prediction. It was trained with patient
data from 700,000 individuals, and when
tested on new records, provided incredibly
good results. However, the model was very
complex, and the system could not be applied
due to its inability of providing the reasoning
behind its decision making.
Source: MIT Tech Review (2017)

For the creation of trustworthy AI-systems, it is key
to ensure transparency regarding the decisions
made by an AI system. Transparency is necessary,
so that AI models become explicable and auditable
especially for using deep learning algorithms.
These models may consist of many hidden layers
aggravating explicability of the machine’s decisionmaking process (cf. chapter 3.3). Explicability and
understanding of the highly complex reasoning
behind the algorithm today are often not possible.
A higher traceability can help to understand the
underlying path of steps taken to reach a certain
decision. Traceability requires that the method of
training the algorithm is clarified. This includes
transparency about the data sourcing, preparation
and processing as well as transparency about
the operating principles of the algorithms used.
Thus, traceability can function as a facilitator for
explainable AI and supports the auditability of AI
systems.

EBA Open Banking Working Group
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Liability
To some extent, the problems of liability and
transparency are intertwined. If decision making
of an AI system remains incomprehensible it is also
difficult to settle issues regarding liability.

EXAMPLE 3: LIABILITY OF
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE
ACCIDENT
A deadly accident with a self-driving vehicle
that killed a pedestrian raised difficult
moral questions about decision making,
responsibility and liability. It raises questions
about what risks cars should prevent and
which should they impose on different
sorts of people or animals. Furthermore,
their remains the question about liability for
decision-making (e.g. faulty algorithm, sensor
failure or pedestrian misbehaviour), liability
insurance and auto insurance or negligence
liability.
Source: Insurance Journal (2018), MIT tech review (2018)

Especially for negative outcomes of a decisionmaking process the question remains, who
is liable. As there are many parties involved
in an AI system (data provider, designer,
manufacturer, programmer, developer, user and
the AI system itself), liability is difficult to establish
when the system fails to perform as designed.
The uncertainty in such cases might require
reconsideration of current liability frameworks (e.g.
EU product liability directive) and industry specific
adaptions, including liability insurance (e.g. for
autonomous vehicles).
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Organisations, industry associations, regulators,
policy makers and society collaboratively are
advised to tackle all of the above-mentioned ethical
challenges together to drive a higher adoption of
AI that promises to generate tremendous benefits
for individuals and society (see figure 7).

4.3

COLLABORATIVE KEY TAKEAWAYS

For businesses across industries and society as
a whole, the potential benefits from AI can be
immense. However, several challenges from an
organisational and societal perspective arise. While
some of these challenges need to be solved by
organisations internally, many of these challenges
could be tackled collaboratively by:
ΞΞ Formulating common standards and guidelines
to tackle the ethical issues.
ΞΞ Creating new organisational forms of innovation
facilitators with industry peers, third parties
and academic institutions to share skills and
knowledge, amongst others.
ΞΞ Build network of cyber-defence, based on
shared intelligence data for the improvement
of market security.

Figure 7 – AI adoption and challenges
Businesses worldwide can collaboratively tackle the challenges holding back AI adoption
across industries
ORGANISATIONAL CHALLENGES

AI ADOPTION WORLDWIDE (2017)
Has not adopted AI and
has no plans to do so

22%

Has not adopted AI but
plans to do so in the
future

32%

Has one or more AI pilot
projects

23%

AI is incorporated in
some processes and
offerings

18%

AI is extensively
incorporated in
processes and offerings

Bias
AI systems are constructed of
algorithms that have inherited many of
the biases present in our society

Competent resources
Finding competent resources for and
developing necessary skills within
organisations

Transparency
Understanding of the highly complex
reasoning behind algorithms is often not
possible

Cyber Security
AI can automate attacks and thus can
be misused as a dangerous weapon

Liability
Who is legally responsible for an
outcome of automated decision making
through AI is currently not clearly defined

5%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

While many institutions are exploring the
use of AI, 54% of businesses
worldwide have not yet adopted AI in
their organisation

SOCIETAL CHALLENGES

Data
Data is stored across fragmented and
disparate systems and is not
formatted consistently

COLLABORATIVE SOLUTIONS
Formulate common standards for an interoperability framework for data sharing and guidelines
to tackle the ethical issues identified.
Collaborate in new organisational forms (e.g. innovation hubs) to share skills, knowledge, budget
and other resources
Build a shared network for cyber-defence to improve the security of financial markets

Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis , MIT (2017)
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5. COLLABORATIVE AI IN THE
FINANCIAL SECTOR

The expansion of AI shows immense opportunities
for cost reduction. It is estimated that AI will free
up to 1 trillion USD from cost savings8.

5.1

can help to reduce costs and improve efficiency,
which in turn can act as a differentiator.
Efficiency gains are typically high in areas
dominated by sufficiently standardised processes.
This makes AI particularly suitable for the
automation of tasks that can be found mainly in
back and middle offices of financial institutions.

AI’S IMPACT ON THE FINANCIAL
SECTOR

The impact of AI on the financial sector can be
seen in three strategic areas: processes, products
& services, and markets. Within these three
strategic areas, AI can be deployed in different
manners (see figure 8).

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) applications
are already in use in many areas. However, these
are often limited to strongly rule-based cases in
which both input and output are available in a
comparatively structured form. The application of
more sophisticated AI tools holds the potential to
increase standardisation and automation of more
complex and unstructured processes.

Processes
The process dimension describes the ability of AI
to automate specific cognitive tasks and support
humans in the decision-making process. Thus, AI
8

Consequently, FIs currently mostly use AI for
creating leaner and faster processes.

Autonomous Next, “Augmented finance and machine
intelligence” (2018): https://next.autonomous.com/
augmented-finance-machine-intelligence

Figure 8 – AI’s impact on financial services
AI is able to enhance the financial ecosystem on a process, product & service and market level

STRATEGIC DIMENSIONS

COMMENTS
Non-collaborative space

Market
1

Products & Services

Process

1

2

3

2

Internal Processes
Leaner and faster
operations

Products & Services
More tailored products &
services

AI is able to enhance the financial
ecosystem on a process, product &
service and market level
Currently AI is mainly used for
leaner and faster operations and
more tailored products & services

AI can also be used collaboratively
to improve areas such as
infrastructure, compliance,
security and fraud preventions

Collaborative space
3

Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis
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Market
More secure and efficient
financial markets

Adoption of AI on all three levels
will create a more efficient and
resilient financial system

Products & Services
FIs also leverage AI’s capabilities of automation
and insight creation for the improvement of existing
products and services as well as the creation of
new products and services. Predominantly, AI
is used to analyse customer needs and predict
payment behaviour based on comparable
customer profiles. Thus, banks can optimise the
customer interface, tailor products and services
to better reflect customer needs, and create new
value-added products and services.
Many customers today expect banks to provide
a customer experience that is characterised by
real-time processing, an omni-channel ‘always
on’ availability and personalised offers and
recommendations.
AI can gather the knowledge about individual
customers to generate insights that allow for
the accommodation of these new expectations.
Combined with the right domain expertise,
financial institutions can draw from these insights
to develop products and services that are tailored
and able to address individual customer needs
more effectively.

The Market Dimension
Unlike the processes and products & services
areas, the market is a collaborative space,
where FIs could use artificial intelligence to work
together on shared challenges. The collaborative
space is defined by topics that relate to all market
participants in a similar way. Potential areas for
collaboration would include market infrastructure,
security and compliance
A collaborative approach towards AI, would enable
FIs to gain a more holistic overview of market
interrelations and trend developments. This would
allow for the recognition of previously unknown

patterns and the ability to react proactively to
market trends and threats.
Hence, the market dimension creates opportunities
for FIs to develop collaborative solutions that may
help to build a more efficient and resilient financial
system.

5.2

CURRENT STATE-OF-PLAY

Investment from financial institutions in AI is
growing continuously. AI’s potential impact on
financial services is significant and implementation
efforts move across all areas of financial services.
FIs across the industry are deploying AI in their
own organisations to improve their competitive
positioning through leaner and faster operations
(e.g. straight-through processing), improved
customer interaction (e.g. chat-bots), personalised
services (e.g. personal finance managers) and the
creation of new value propositions (e.g. insurance
of new risk categories).
However, until now the focus of AI within financial
services remains individualistic. This is reflected
in various AI-based applications that aim for
either internal cost reduction through process
automation (process dimension) or increasing
revenues through products and services tailored
to individual customer needs (products & services
dimension).
However, there are already a few examples
highlighting the potential of widening the
perspective towards the collaborative space
(market dimension), e.g. by using data from a
variety of diverse sources to improve market
security.
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Figure 9 – AI use cases from an individualistic perspective
In the financial services sector, AI is mainly used by and for individual providers and use cases
STRATEGIC
DIMENSIONS

USE CASES

Process

1

PROVIDER

Payables/Receivables management

Capital and margin optimisation

Digital Invoice

Post-trade process automation

Credit application automation

Automated claim management
and underwriting

Automated onboarding

NON-EXHAU
STIVE

1

2

3

3

2

Loyalty add-ons

Smart credit scoring

Personal finance manager

Financial planning

Robo advisory

New risk models and classes

Advanced research

…

3

AML fraud prevention
Market

1

2

Products
& Services

…

Automated reporting and supervision
Cyber Security
…

The market dimension shows the greatest potential for a collaborative approach towards AI
Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis

5.3

THE POTENTIAL OF
COLLABORATIVE AI

The market dimension provides the opportunity
to collaborate in areas, where FIs are facing
similar challenges. Such areas are infrastructure,
regulatory requirements or security threats that
endanger the functioning of the financial system
as such.
In these areas, financial institutions can benefit
from collaboration by tackling common challenges
together. Potential benefits are shared resources,
reduced costs and increased security of the
financial system ultimately leading to an overall
better customer experience.

5.3.1 Collaborative examples from other
industries
The financial market can learn from other industries
and their collaborative approaches towards AI.
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Intra- and cross-industry collaboration focuses on
shared data and a common, holistic understanding
of applying analytical techniques that create an
overall value for all involved parties, for example
in the health sector, in supply chains, the travel
industry or the telco sector.

Genome analysis
One human genome contains approximately 200
gigabytes of genetic code. To gain insights from
such huge amounts of data, AI can be used for
tasks aimed at finding the needle in the haystack.
The health sector realised that the next generation
of genomic and medical data analysis requires a
unified access to shared medical and biological
data. A higher level of collaboration between
businesses, institutions, physicians and patients
is needed to decode the human genome. First
initiatives already started building data platforms
to get access to anonymised metadata and use AI
to find as yet undiscovered coherences in human
genome data.

Supply chain improvement
AI is driving the evolution of interconnected,
intelligent supply chain networks. Through
collaboration across organisations AI can create
an intelligent synchronous planning ecosystem.
Such an ecosystem connects all nodes of endto-end supply chains, using automated decision
making and a shared understanding of consumer
demand. Thus, demand and supply can be
synchronised across every node in the network.
Benefits realised through a synchronised planning
ecosystem include instantaneous invoice issuing
and faster payment collection.

Fraud prevention
In the travel industry, several airlines, rail
companies, online travel agencies and associated
payment service providers are all connected
to one platform to share fraudulent transaction
data. The platform is co-created and governed
by the participants themselves and offers sector
and region agnostic fraud intelligence based on
AI. Thus, participants can reduce false positives
and increase conversion. Additionally, the platform
cooperates with law enforcement agencies like
Europol and Interpol to fight crime within the travel
space.

Open Source AI
Several telco providers and internet companies
joined forces to build a platform and open source
framework that makes it easy to build, share and
deploy AI applications. The platform standardises
the infrastructure stack and components required
to support training, integration and deployment
of AI models. The project includes a marketplace
for training sets, AI models and crowd-sourced
software development.

5.3.2 Collaborative use cases in financial
services
The above-mentioned examples are highlighting
the potential that lies within a collaborative
approach towards AI. It is crucial for FIs to define
the line between the individual and collaborative
space and find the right level of collaboration. With
an initial focus on collaboration in areas, where FIs
face common challenges, FIs can work together
to improve the overall efficiency and security of
the financial system. The following areas show the
potential of a collaborative approach towards AI
within the financial services industry.

Transaction risk analysis for AML
compliance9
Accompanying the exceptional growth in
e-commerce and digital transactions, fraudsters
have developed more and more sophisticated
methods for fraudulent transactions. This has
made Anti-Money Laundering (AML) compliance
for financial institutions more complex and
challenging. A development that is also reflected
in the many adaptations to the regulatory
requirements for AML in recent years. Furthermore,
since the launch of instant payments, FIs need to
be able to detect fraudulent activities in real time.

The application of AI in the area of AML compliance
can help coping with these challenges. AI allows
for the automation of threat detection and
response and helps to flag fraudulent activities in
real time. Furthermore, AI can analyse complex
flows of payments within a network of transactions
and is able to detect patterns of transactions that
go beyond common rule-based threat detection
systems.

9

https://connect.vocalink.com/2018/december/mits/
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EXAMPLE 1: VOCALINK AML
INSIGHTS
In UK, Vocalink, a MasterCard company, is
offering a fraud prevention solution that is
powered by timely and large-scale payments
data across multiple FIs. The solution applies
advanced analytics on the payment data
gathered within its network and therefore
can provide additional intelligence beyond an
individual FI’s view. This displays the potential
of collaboration on sharing fraud intelligence
data between FIs to facilitate AML compliance
and improve security of the financial system.

Fraudulent activities are not easily detected within a
complex and intricate network of transactions and
FIs are not able to track and trace payments once
they leave their accounts. Hence, a collaborative
approach towards fraud prevention supported by
an AI-based transaction risk analysis is promising.
Through collaboration between FIs on sharing
fraud intelligence data, AI can detect patterns
of fraudulent activities that cross institutional
boundaries. This will reduce the number of false
positives and reduce cost of compliance for all
participating parties.
Moreover, such a collaborative approach would
not only benefit individual institutions but would
improve security of the financial system as a whole
and thus ultimately also benefit consumers.

Regulatory reporting and supervision
Since the financial crisis, regulatory requirements
and supervisory initiatives have increased
significantly. FIs have to comply with several
regulations (e.g. AnaCredit, CRDIV, etc.) mandating
periodic reporting of credit and payment data,
trade, liquidity, leverage and other statistical
information to national and European supervisors.
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Likewise, the amount of data gathered from FIs
by the supervisory authorities has substantially
increased and with it its complexity.
Currently, reporting practices are not all aligned
across jurisdictions and authorities and may lead
to variation in data quality and standards across
the industry. In addition, the majority of reporting
is still carried out manually by most FIs and
supervisory authorities spend a significant amount
of time on data preparation and cleansing leaving
little time for analysis of such data.
A potential collaboration between FIs and
supervisory authorities where shared reporting
data is defined and further standardised, AI and
RPA technology can support FIs in the automation
of reporting processes and create new insights for
supervisory authorities and the industry as a whole.

EXAMPLE 2: REGTECH
UK regulators are in the vanguard of exploring
innovative approaches to regulation and
supervision. Both, the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) and the Bank of England
(BoE) are exploring the opportunities for more
collaboration between FIs and supervisory
authorities and the potential of using AI
technology.
For example, the regulators are piloting a
project for machine executable regulatory
reporting aimed at the automation and
straight-through processing of regulatory
reporting requirements. Furthermore, the BoE
recently conducted a PoC (Proof of Concept)
aiming to prove the analytical value of artificial
intelligence tools in anomaly detection in
anonymised credit union datasets.

Through such a collaborative approach supported
by AI, FIs could reduce the cost of their compliance
activities and supervisory authorities would benefit
from real-time responses and improved accuracy
of reporting data. Additionally, supervisory
authorities could apply AI technology to the data
received from FIs to analyse trends and detect
anomalies, and thereby ultimately improve market
surveillance and security.
Consequently, the co-creation of a collaborative
reporting system could contribute to a more
efficient and resilient financial system for all
involved stakeholders.

Cybersecurity defence
The financial services sector has always been a
particularly attractive target for cyber-criminals.
With the rise of AI, attacks have grown more
sophisticated posing new challenges for
cybersecurity.
On the one hand, the increasing automation
of tasks reduces human involvement but also
poses new threats of compromised systems
being undetected. Furthermore, many AI models
are particularly vulnerable to manipulation of the
training data, implementation, and component
configuration.
On the other hand, AI provides an opportunity,
too. FIs can tap into the power of AI to upgrade
their cybersecurity capabilities, through anomaly
detection and automation of defence mechanisms.
Since cybersecurity is a challenge for all financial
institutions, the topic shows great potential for

EXAMPLE 3: SIX SECURITY
OPERATIONS CENTER (SOC)
SIX has created a collaborative cybersecurity
solution that collects and aggregates security
logs and net flow data from various financial
institutions in Switzerland. The SOC collates
and scans more than 2,000,000,000 events
from various sources such as firewalls,
applications, etc. every day. It combines
machine learning technology with the analysis
of specialised cybersecurity experts to detect
anomalies in real time and provide proactive
responses. Additionally, SIX enriches their
analysis with information gathered through its
cybersecurity HUB where several informationsharing communities are connected.
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Figure 10 – Collaborative AI use cases
Collaboration in the market dimension can enhance efficiency and resiliency of the financial
system
STRATEGIC
DIMENSIONS

Regulatory reporting and
supervision

Cyber Security Defence

Description

FIs could share data about fraudulent
activities they experienced within a
partner ecosystem and use shared data
to improve fraud protection of the
financial system

FIs and supervisory authorities could
create a platform or scheme for
sharing reporting data and use AI to
improve compliance and market
surveillance

FIs and other institutions could share data
about cyber-attacks and use AI to
improve and automate their cyberdefence activities.

AI Potential

COLLABORATIVE USE CASES IN THE MARKET DIMENSION

AI can analyse complex flows of
payments and uncover new patterns
for automated threat detection and
real time response

AI and RPA technology can support FIs
in automation of reporting processes
and allows supervisory authorities to
improve market surveillance

AI enhances existing detection and
response capabilities through anomaly
detection and enables new preventative
defence mechanisms through its
prediction capabilities.

Collaboration

3

FIs can detect patterns of fraudulent
activities that cross institutional
boundaries and can react proactively
to threats discovered by partnering FIs

FIs can benefit from reducing cost
of compliance, while supervisory
authorities can benefit from real-time
response and improved accuracy of
reporting

FIs can learn from shared threat
intelligence data and experience about
best practices of threat detection and
vulnerability management and benefit
from automated and preventative
defence.

Transaction risk analysis for
AML compliance

1

1

2

2

3

3

Collaboratively operated AI- based systems for reporting, fraud prevention, cyber security and more can help to improve the efficiency
and resiliency of the financial system and ultimately foster societal trust in AI technology
Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis

collaboration. FIs and other institutions could share
threat intelligence data and learn from shared
experience, best practices for threat detection
and vulnerability management. Thus, they could
benefit from a more automated and preventative
cyber-defence.
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5.4

COLLABORATIVE KEY
TAKEAWAYS

While so far, most efforts of applying AI in the
financial services industry remain within financial
institutions themselves, a few exemplary use cases
show the potential of widening the perspective
towards the collaborative space. Collaboration
can help to improve the efficiency and security
of the financial system. Collaboratively operated
AI-based systems for reporting, fraud prevention,
and cyber security can help to foster trust in FIs
and the financial system as a whole.

6. UNITING OPEN BANKING AND AI
To reap the full benefits of the combination of open
banking and AI, open banking needs to further
mature. Open banking is still in its early stage
with most FIs in Europe still focusing on PSD2
compliance rather than orchestrating an elaborate
strategy for a new open banking ecosystem. When
combining AI with open banking, the maturity
level of APIs available and accessible needs to
be developed further particularly in terms of data
quality and scope of functionality.

6.1

STATUS QUO OF OPEN BANKING
AND AI

Artificial intelligence is already driving a dramatic
shift in how financial institutions attract and retain
active customers. In an open banking environment
where customer data becomes more and more
accessible, the ability to aggregate, manage and
analyse data is becoming increasingly important.
More and more organisations are trying to leverage
analytics and artificial intelligence to deliver a more
personalised customer experience and develop
innovative value-added service.
A textbook example highlighting the power of
leveraging open banking for AI are personal finance
managers (PFMs). Since PSD2 allows access to
account for authorised third parties, PFM tools
have been introduced, both by financial institutions
and fintechs with the aim to give consumers a
financial overview across several accounts held
at different institutions and to provide forecasts
and recommendations for budgeting. However,
the “intelligence” of these features varies, and the
interpretation of transactions as well as predictions
carry the risk of inaccuracy. This is due to the
complexity of transactions from multiple markets
and languages resulting in inconsistency and
unintelligibility of data.

Such inconsistencies stem from the highly
fragmented financial landscape across Europe
and a lack of true standardisation. PSD2 does
not come with an API standardisation, which is
leaving the industry with uncertainty about API
best practices.
To help fill this gap, several industry initiatives
have emerged to define common standards and
guidelines for open banking APIs. With most
applications only scratching the surface of what
would be possible through the combination of
open banking and AI, this is a first step in the
right direction. However, there is still room for
development to really leverage the potential of
open banking and AI.

6.1.1 Open Banking initiatives around the
globe
Over time, multiple API standardisation initiatives
were created to address the need of standardised
access to machine-readable data worldwide (see
figure 11). Though open banking is making faster
headway in the EU (driven by UK Open Banking
and PSD2), it is gaining traction around the globe.
This is mostly triggered by regulation and partially
also by market initiatives.
These standardisation efforts are aiming at
the specification of technical requirements of
Access-to-Account (XS2A) interfaces including
data structure, types and fields, authentication
methods, consent mechanisms and security
protocols.
In Europe, FIs now can choose from a range of
local and cross-border initiatives for the design of
their APIs. These initiatives vary in requirements
and functionalities of their APIs. The various
standards have different specifications regarding
which functionalities are mandatory and which are
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optional. This development may lead to a highly
fragmented API ecosystem.
While some initiatives mainly focus on provisions
linked to PSD2 compliance (e.g. STET, The Berlin
Group – NextGenPSD2, PolishAPI, etc.), others are
focusing on API specifications beyond the scope
of PSD2. This is driven mainly by the UK through
the open banking rules published by the UK
competent market authority (CMA). Furthermore,
in Europe, API standardisation is supported by
organisations such as the European Banking
Authority (EBA), the European Payment Council
(EPC) or the European Banking Federation (EBF)
providing clarification on legal and operational
matters.
Triggered by regulatory efforts in Europe (e.g. UK
Open Banking and PSD2), regulators worldwide
identified the need to define a baseline for
data sharing in the financial sector. Outside of
Europe, Australia (e.g. Consumer Data Right

rules) and Asia (e.g. national open banking
and API initiatives in Hong Kong, Singapore 10
and India11) are at the forefront.

10 In July 2018, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA)
released the Open API framework aiming at a phased
approach of opening up data from financial institutions in
many areas with a set transition period for the first two
phases. In addition to that, HKMA also aims at launching its
own set of APIs to make commonly accessed financial data
(e.g. exchange and interest rate information) accessible. In
Singapore, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), in
collaboration with the Association of Banks in Singapore
(ABS), published a comprehensive roadmap, the ‘Financeas-a-Service: API Playbook’. The playbook set out a
framework for governance, implementation, use cases and
design principles for application programming interfaces
(APIs) including a financial industry API register. However, in
comparison to most regulatory initiatives, the Singaporean
framework is non-mandatory.
11 Unified Payments Interface (UPI) is a real-time payment
system of the National Payments Corporation of India
for inter-bank transactions. The interface is regulated by
the Reserve Bank of India for funds transfer between two
banks on a mobile platform. 142 banks are live with a
monthly transaction-volume of 799.54 million transactions
(March 2019).

Figure 11 – Overview of Open Banking standardisation
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Besides national initiatives, international
standardisation bodies (e.g. ISO, BIAN, W3C and
Afinis) are driving API standardisation to ease datasharing collaboration between financial institutions
worldwide.
In total, further developments are necessary for
creating a valuable open banking ecosystem for
all stakeholders. However, it is important to aim
for as much convergence as possible since a
fragmented introduction of these standards will
jeopardise the opportunities for all.

6.1.2 State-of-play of API functionality
In Europe, for now many standardisation efforts
are focusing on providing specifications for
APIs in line with PSD2 requirements. From a
global perspective, there is some variation in
specifications between the different initiatives with
regard to the scope of data and functionality.

Figure 12 provides an overview of what data
sources and functionalities are in scope for a
selection of the most prominent specifications
globally12.
As described in the previous chapter (figure 11) the
interest in open banking is developing further on a
global scale. While the concept of open banking
originated in Europe, international initiatives have
realised the potential of open data standards
and are developing at a rapid pace. Figure 12
shows, that open banking initiatives from Asia,
Australia and the US are developing solutions that
go beyond what is being required by European
regulation (i.e. PSD2). While most initiatives move
towards an expanded scope of data sources (e.g.
products that adhere to a given open banking
standard), there is still some variation with regard
to the scope of functionality (e.g. account opening,
login, etc.).
12 This includes regulatory efforts as well as market initiatives.

Figure 12 – Comparison of Open Banking standardisation initiatives worldwide
Open Banking initiatives worldwide with varying scope of API functionality
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Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis
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For instance, PSD2 and open banking not only
provide read access to data but also enable
payment initiation by authorised third parties. In
the US, NACHA plans to allow authorised third
parties to initiate other applications and aims at
the creation of a single sign-on mechanism. While
Hong Kong (HKMA) allows account opening via
authorised third parties, Australia (CDR) decided
to restrict account accessibility to read-only
functionality. Even though there is some variation in
scope between the different approaches towards
open banking worldwide, a general trend towards
more openness and an expanded scope of data
accessibility and functionality is becoming visible.

6.2

OPEN BANKING AND
COLLABORATIVE AI

To reap the full benefits of open banking and AI,
FIs need to foster collaboration in two key areas
within the accessibility layer of the Triple A model.
On the one hand, FIs need to continue the path
towards expanding the scope of API functionality
beyond PSD2. On the other hand, a high level of
interoperability between all stakeholders within an
open banking ecosystem is crucial to be able to
combine open banking with AI.

Following this trend of increasing openness and
reducing fragmentation of different standardisation
initiatives, a collaborative use of AI would be a
logical next step for financial institutions in Europe.

Figure 13 – Extension of the Triple A model
Supported by the dynamics of open banking, FIscan leverage the full potential of AI
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With a focus on interoperability and variety of data, AI can be used collaboratively
to build a more efficient and resilient financial ecosystem
Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis
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Increase API interoperability

6.2.1 Extending the scope of accessible
data variety
As discussed in chapter 3, data training sets for
AI algorithms are the key component for building
successful AI applications. This means FIs need
to collaborate by sharing more data to build AI
models that drive cutting edge applications for
their customers and can improve financial market
infrastructure for all market participants.

For instance, for the creation of products and
services that build on a deep understanding of
their customers, FIs need to be able to access
data beyond the payment account (which is
already made accessible by PSD2). This would
include data from different financial products FIs
are offering, such as deposit accounts, investment
funds, insurance products, mortgages or loans
data.

EXAMPLE: COLLABORATIVE FRAUD PREVENTION
To realise the benefits from a collective AML fraud engine, financial institutions need to share not only
transaction data. This could include AML supporting data types such as device data, behavioural data,
biometrics and other public data. With that data AI can derive more meaningful insights and identify
patterns of threats that cross institutional boundaries and detect fraud more effectively. This would
necessarily be done in alignment to applicable legal and regulatory provisions.
Figure 14 gives a non-exhaustive overview about AML supporting data types currently included in
the widely adopted Berlin Group NextGenPSD2 standard. This shows, that even though data types
supporting transaction risk analysis are partially included in recent standardisation efforts, there is still
some room for improvement to increase the scope of data variety that could be shared between FIs to
collaboratively improve fraud prevention.
Overview of data types supporting AML transaction risk analysis under the Berlin Group
NextGenPSD2 standard
TRANSACTION DATA

n/a

optional

mandated

ACCOUNT DATA

NON-EXHAU
STIVE

Time & Date

Value of TRX

Recipient

Account changes

Time since onboarding

Time since rebinding

Currency

Sender

TRX ID

Politically exposed

Shared account

Current balance

TRX Status

Remittance

Merchant ID

Usual login moment

Data combination

Federated access

BEHAVIOURAL DATA

DEVICE DATA

Geo Location

IP Ports

IP address

Movement

Tilt of device

Keystroke speed

Device ID

Used Proxies

Session ID

Keystroke force

Access speed

Gait

User Agent

Application Details

Rooted/Jailbreak

Sequens of Actions

Glitch solving

Eye movement

Source: INNOPAY and EBA analysis
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In Europe, the UK Open Banking standard has
started to provide API specifications that have
extended the scope of accessible information
towards deposit account data. Furthermore, some
global initiatives like the Open API framework under
HKMA are aiming at opening up data types from
various financial products, including mortgages,
loans, investment funds and insurance.
For collaborative use cases aimed at building
a more efficient and secure financial system
(as presented in chapter 5), FIs need to further
expand the scope of data accessibility towards
new types of data. For example, data could be
shared between cross-divisional functions such as
compliance or IT security to collaboratively increase
the overall security of the financial industry. Such
use cases would benefit from opening up bank
internal data sources such as KYC information,
fraud or reporting data, and could also benefit
from external non-financial data sources such as
device or behavioural data.
For now, these data types are mostly out of scope
in global open banking initiatives, although some
of the initiatives presented in figure 12 cover data
types that would support collaborative AI use cases.
For example, the NACHA initiative has identified
fraud and risk reduction API functionalities (e.g.
account validation, notification of account closure,
payer & payee identity verification, etc.) as a priority
for their standardisation efforts. By opening up a
greater variety of data and functionalities, FIs could
collaborate on synchronising their efforts towards
use cases (e.g. anti-money laundering, financial
reporting and cyber security) to collaboratively
build a more efficient and secure financial system.
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6.2.2 Increase interoperability across
companies
The extended scope of API functionality and
associated increase in data variety is only one
side of the coin. For leveraging the full potential
of open banking, the available and accessible
shared data needs to be transformed into valuable
insights that improve decision making on all levels.
However, not every kind of data, and not every
data source, is useful or of sufficiently high quality
for the machine learning algorithms.
The previous section showed the risk of a
fragmented landscape of open banking standards
due to leeway in banks’ interpretation of
regulations, unclear business specifications and
inconsistent data representation. Hence, current
standardisation efforts need to promote a higher
interoperability between API specifications on
three levels:
1. Syntax Interoperability: Common data
format and common protocol to structure
any data so that the manner of processing
the information can be interpreted from the
structure.
2. Semantic Interoperability: Common
understanding of the meaning of exchanged
information to efficiently map relations between
data, creating a semantic web in the world of
financial services.
3. Process Interoperability: Interconnection
of business processes between different
organisations to align decision-making
processes.

Syntax interoperability
Syntax interoperability refers to the standardisation
of the structure of the data being exchanged.
To provide a consistent view of data to an API,
the data needs to be uniformly presented and
consistently formatted. In the financial services
industry, messages between different FIs have
been exchanged by using standardised syntax
formats like XML as defined by the ISO20022
standard. However, most open banking API
specifications are supporting JSON format. This
is now triggering a transformation of ISO20022
message data to JSON syntax13 to meet the new
requirements of API-based interfaces.

Semantic interoperability

Although financial messaging standards are
different from open banking API specifications,
they share the same semantics and represent a
good foundation to build upon. However, existing
messaging standards need to be further enriched
to fit open banking API specifications.
Thus, there is a need for an end-to-end
consistency in API semantic data models, which
can be achieved through a standardised data
dictionary consisting of common reference data
models with unified interpretations of codes and
identifiers. In particular, institutions operating
globally like SWIFT or BIAN have recognised
this need and are collaborating on building the
necessary data semantics in the context of an
open banking environment.

Sematic interoperability refers to common
business concepts and the relationships between
them, functioning as a common vocabulary and
data model for exchanged information. So, even
if data structure is standardised, valuable insights
from data can only be generated if this data can
be put into context. Thus, to enable AI technology
to work properly, a shared understanding of the
meaning of data is required.
The current status of a fragmented landscape of
open banking standardisations carries the risk
that value of data may be diminished through
misinterpretation or truncation, because many
different conventions for representing common
business data (e.g. beneficiaries, accounts,
transaction details, etc.) are being used.
In the context of API standardisation, many
initiatives are supporting ISO20022, which
includes semantic definitions in some areas.
13 ISO20022 Technical Support Group recently issued a best
practices white paper which aims to assist implementers
to define RESTful Web Service APIs with resources
represented in JSON syntax.
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Process interoperability

6.3

If financial institutions want to reap the potential
of collaboration in the market dimension, FIs not
only need to take into account interoperability of
data syntax and data semantics, but also need to
improve process interoperability.

Using shared data sets in open banking is still
in an early stage due to limited accessibility of a
variety of high-quality data. In this chapter, current
standardisation efforts were analysed and the
need for further collaboration was identified:

Process interoperability refers to the
interconnection of business processes between
different organisations to align decision-making
processes. For instance, if financial institutions
want to collaborate on AML fraud prevention, for
one they need to improve data interoperability,
so that AI can make accurate analyses to flag
fraudulent transactions. Furthermore, FIs need
to align their business processes, so each FI can
react to the flagging of another institution and
immediately stop malicious transactions from
spreading throughout the financial system.
This example shows that for ultimately leveraging
the collaborative potential of AI, in the areas
identified in chapter 5.3, interoperability of
business processes needs to be improved as
much as data interoperability.

COLLABORATIVE KEY TAKEAWAYS

ΞΞ Open banking initiatives are already live or
being developed worldwide.
ΞΞ The fragmentation of various open banking
standards in Europe might weaken crossborder collaboration between FIs and should
be reduced.
ΞΞ European API standardisation efforts
are lagging behind in functional scope in
comparison to movements outside of Europe.
ΞΞ FIs in Europe need to continue the path towards
expanding the scope of API functionality
beyond PSD2 requirements to increase
accessibility to a variety of open banking data.
ΞΞ API standardisation efforts must also
standardise how data is exchanged by defining
data structures (syntax), semantics and
processes to enable interoperable exchange
of information between FIs.
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7. TOWARDS COLLABORATIVE
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Acknowledging the rising importance of data,
this OBWG thought leadership report analysed
artificial intelligence in view of its potential for
collaborative environments. Embracing a financial
ecosystem which is “opening up” will increase the
availability and accessibility of data. Furthermore,
this openness will accelerate the exploration
of analytics by using artificial intelligence
collaboratively.

B. Identify collaborative use cases

Actions in three areas were identified to pave the
way for collaborative AI:

I

A. Tackle common challenges collaboratively
Artificial intelligence comes with a number of
challenges, within individual organisations but
also for society at large, ranging from finding
competent resources in the relevant areas and
cyber security threats to ethical questions and
regulatory uncertainty. Solving these challenges
unilaterally by or within a single organisation is
impossible. Instead, collaborative efforts within
and beyond the financial industry are needed,
such as:
I

A number of use cases for artificial intelligence
show great potential for collaboration. These use
cases focus on cross-institutional collaboration
and hence can help to improve the overall
resilience of the financial ecosystem. To tap into
the potential of a collaborative approach towards
AI, FIs should:
Form alliances focusing on a common vision
and goal of collaboratively improving the
efficiency and resiliency of the financial system
through the use of AI.

II Define collaborative use cases in areas where
all stakeholders share common challenges.
These areas address topics such as regulation,
infrastructure and security.

Defining common guidelines for a framework to
tackle ethical issues.

II Creating new forms of organisation, which
accelerate innovation and ease the sharing of
rare resources amongst industry peers, third
parties, academic institutions and regulators.
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C. Enhance and increase data accessibility
The availability and accessibility of shared
data are key factors to gain valuable insights
using artificial intelligence and open banking
APIs. These key factors need to be enhanced
through greater standardisation to ensure a
greater variety and better quality of data as well
as improved interoperability for collaborative use
cases:
I

Reduce the fragmentation created by various
open banking standards in Europe to prevent
weakening cross-border collaboration in the
financial sector and beyond.

II Expand the scope of API functionalities beyond
the requirements of PSD2 to align with the
developing standardisation schemes outside
of Europe.
III Improve the quality of accessible data through
enhanced standardisation of syntax (data
structures), semantics and processes for an
increasingly interoperable exchanges across
all stakeholders in the financial sector.
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FIs should build upon existing collaborative bodies
such as associations, standardisation bodies or
infrastructure providers that are well positioned
to coordinate efforts towards collaborative AI
between financial institutions.
Against this background, the EBA will continue
to provide thought leadership on this topic and a
forum for discussion for practitioners in the open
banking and AI field. Through this work the EBA
seeks to encourage a collaborative approach
within the financial services industry to optimise
the value of AI in an open banking context.
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